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Motivation
• Redd Counts 
• Weirs
Current Methods
Objective
•Estimate spring/summer Chinook and steelhead escapement 
to major tributaries above Lower Granite Dam with PIT tag data
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Example Results
Hierarchical Patch-
Occupancy Model
Where do they go?
Fish are PIT tagged… And re-sighted upstream
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Model Benefits
• Initial branches have time-varying probabilities 
• Tagged fish may not be representative of run at large 
• Trap rate changes / shut down 
• Differential run timing 
• Escapement estimates on various spatial scales 
• MPG 
• Population 
• Tributary 
• Incorporates all uncertainty 
• Potentially cost-effective compared to weirs and redd 
counts
Time-varying Movement Probability



Validation
Comparison with Weirs
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Conclusions
Take home messages
• This works! 
• Accurate estimate of total escapement, with 
uncertainty 
• Match up well with independent estimates 
• Movements incorporate differential run timing 
• Available in many places with no alternative 
method
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